
LSIs returning to Visayas and Mindanao enjoy free government transpo and meals 
  
TACLOBAN CITY, LEYTE - Thirty-six busloads of locally stranded individuals, mostly from Mindanao, were provided 
not only with free transportation services in going home to their respective provinces over the weekend, but also 
with free meals along the way through the government-initiated "Hatid Tulong" program. 
  
Unmindful of negative comments hurled at the government from critics who claimed a disorganized way of 
accommodating the stranded Filipinos, many government agencies and volunteer groups and individuals were 
mobilized just to make LSIs’ trip from Luzon less burdensome as possible. 
  
As per social media posts of the Department of Interior and Local Government (DILG) there were more than 8,000 
LSIs who were supposed to leave Metro Manila Last Saturday and Sunday (July 25 and 26). 
  
On instruction from DA-Central Office, the Department of Agriculture (DA), including the Bureau of Fisheries and 
Aquatic Resources (BFAR) from Regions 4,5, and 8 were requested to prepare food packs to be distributed to LSIs 
cruising the length and breadth of Maharlika Highway on board government-hired buses. 
  
In the Execom Meeting of the DA-RFO 8 yesterday (July 27), Regional Executive Director Angel C. Enriquez 
disclosed that the DA-Region 8 has prepared at least 3,000 food packs that were distributed at the San Juanico 
Bridge distribution station. While BFAR-8 also gave out food packs in Northern Samar ports immediately after the 
LSI Buses crossed over from Luzon. 
  
“Our group stood by from 2:34 early in the morning up to 5:00 in the afternoon on Monday (July 27, 2020). But 
apart from this, some of my staff prepared the packed food as early as Saturday (July 25) in compliance with the 
directive from DA-Central Office. That’s why we are surprised to hear that there were still passengers complaining 
that they were not served with food when they passed by San Juanico Bridge in Tacloban City,” RED Enriquez 
expressed in bewilderment. 
 

 


